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Thermally stable and strongly emitted CPL
in Eu(D-facam)3 hybrid solids with an
alkylammonium salt†

Ziying Li, Kazuki Nakamura and Norihisa Kobayashi *

A novel europium-based hybrid material, Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc (tetramethylammonium acetate), with

ultra-high luminescence, excellent circular polarization and remarkable thermostability was prepared. Its

photophysical performance was studied based on the luminescence properties and energy transfer

process. Compared to Eu(D-facam)3, Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc exhibited much brighter luminescence and

stronger circular polarization. Additionally, Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc well retained its structure and

luminescence properties even after heat treatment at 200 1C for 24 hours, whereas Eu(D-facam)3 rapidly

decomposed. Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc was characterized by TG analysis, elemental analysis, ESI-mass

spectrometry, PXRD, and FT-IR spectroscopy. It was found that TMAOAc acted as a bidentate bridge

linker with Eu(D-facam)3 at a 1 : 1 ratio. This coordination structure contributed to the excellent

photophysical properties and thermal stability of Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc. Furthermore, Eu(D-facam)3-

TMAOAc showed a high solubility in common organic solvents, and it could maintain its outstanding

luminescence properties in solid as well as solution states.

Introduction

Trivalent lanthanide complexes have attracted considerable
attention owing to their characteristic luminescence properties
including sharp and abundant emission lines, long emission
lifetime, and large pseudo-Stokes shifts for high transparency
in the visible light range. They are promising materials in
widespread applications such as bio-probing, bio-sensing1–6

and electroluminescent devices.7–10 These complexes are also
expected to act as potential circularly polarized lumine-
scence (CPL) luminophores. CPL spectroscopy measures the
differential emission intensity of the right and left circularly
polarized light, and thus reflects the excited state of chiral
luminophores.11 At a certain particular emission wavelength,
the dissymmetry factor of CPL (glum) is defined as 2(IL� IR)/(IL +
IR), where IL (IR) is the intensity of the left (right) circularly
polarized luminescence. Chiral lanthanide complexes are
potential candidates for CPL luminophores because they show
high values of glum, two orders of magnitude greater than those
observed in organic luminophores.11 The interest in CPL has
significantly increased with the development of highly sensitive
bioassays12,13 and high-resolution 3D displays.9,14,15 Despite

most of these applications preferring solid-state luminophores
with high CPL activities, there are few solid-state complexes
with CPL reported16,17 (S1, ESI†). In addition, materials with
both high luminescence and circular polarization are rarely
reported even in the solution state. Moreover, the poor thermal
stability of lanthanide complexes also significantly limits their
practical applications.18,19 The preparation of a highly lumines-
cent material with effective CPL and outstanding thermostabil-
ity is therefore of primary importance.

In recent decades, hybrid lanthanide materials such as
coordination polymers,20,21 metal–organic frameworks,22–24

and nanocomposites,25,26 have become a focus of considerable
research interest. This is because lanthanide-based hybrid
materials have a better emission output and thermal stability
than single lanthanide complexes owing to their hybridized
structures.18 In these lanthanide hybrid systems, carboxylate
compounds are widely used as a linkage between lanthanide
ions,5,18,21,22 because lanthanide ions are hard Lewis acids and
tend to interact with hard anions such as carbonate and
carboxylate ions.27

In our previous study, the Eu(III) complex (Eu(D-facam)3) was
observed to exhibit outstanding luminescence performance in
the presence of tetramethylammonium acetate (TMAOAc) in
alcohol.28,29 It was found that the interaction between Eu(D-
facam)3 and TMAOAc contributed to a significant improvement
in the luminescence properties of Eu(D-facam)3 in solution.
However, solid systems which toward device fabrication and
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practical applications of this excellent circularly polarized
luminescent Eu(III) material have not been investigated yet. In
this study, a new Eu(III) hybrid material, Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc,
was successfully obtained in a solid state from Eu(D-facam)3/
TMAOAc mixed solutions. It was revealed that TMAOAc acts as
a bidentate bridge with a function of linking Eu3+ ions, leading
to a chain structure similar to that of coordination polymers.
The photophysical properties, thermal behaviours, and coordi-
nation structures of Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc were investigated in
detail. This Eu(III) hybrid material exhibited outstanding lumi-
nescence properties, remarkable superiority in CPL activity and
thermal stability in the solid state, showing its considerable
potential for practical CPL applications.

Experimental section
Materials

All chemicals were commercially available and were used as
received. Europium tris[3-(trifluoromethylhydroxymethylene)-
(+)-camphorate] (Eu(D-facam)3) and tetramethylammonium
acetate (TMAOAc) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Japan.
The solvents, 1-butanol and acetone, were purchased from
Tokyo Chemical Industry Co. Ltd, Japan.

Measurement and characterization

Oxygen dissolved in the Eu(III) compound solution was removed
by bubbling nitrogen gas through the solution before carrying
out optical measurements. The absorption and reflectance
spectra were acquired using a UV-visible/NIR spectrophot-
ometer (V-770, JASCO Corporation, Japan). The absorption
and circular dichroism (CD) spectra of Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc
solutions were acquired using a circular dichroism spectro-
meter (J-1100, JASCO Corporation, Japan). The photolumines-
cence spectra were acquired using a spectrofluorometer (FP-
6800, JASCO Corporation, Japan). The circularly polarized
luminescence (CPL) measurements were conducted using a
previously reported system.30 This system consists of the fol-
lowing components: a 375 nm LED (M365L2, Thorlabs Japan
Inc., Japan), an LED driver (DC2100, Thorlabs Japan Inc.,
Japan), a photoelastic modulator (PEM-90, Hinds Instruments
Inc., United States), a photomultiplier tube (H7732-10, Hama-
matsu Photonics K. K., Japan), a linearly polarized cubic prism
(200 000 : 1), a photomultiplier tube (H7732-10, Hamamatsu
Photonics K. K., Japan), and a dual-phase DSP (digital signal
processing) lock-in amplifier (7265, Signal Recovery Ltd, United
Kingdom). The appropriate detection wavelengths of the mono-
chromator and the PEM (photoelastic modulator) were con-
trolled using a PC (Dell D11M). Thermogravimetric analysis
(TG) spectra were acquired using a thermogravimetry/differen-
tial thermal analyzer (TG/DTA6300, Seiko Instruments
Inc., Japan). Elemental analysis was performed using a CHN/
O/S elemental analyzer (CE-440F, Exeter Analytical, Inc.,
United States). Electrospray ionization (ESI) mass spectra
were acquired using a hybrid ion trap mass spectrometer
(LTQ Orbital XL, Thermo Fisher Scientific, United States).

Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR) spectra were obtained
using a FT-IR spectrometer (FT/IR 680, JASCO Corporation,
Japan). Powder diffraction (PXRD) spectra were acquired
using a powder X-ray diffractometer (D8 ADVANCE, Bruker
AXS, United States).

Preparation of Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc

A solution of Eu(D-facam)3 (89.37 mg, 0.1 mmol) in 1-butanol
(10 ml, 10 mmol L�1) was added to a solution of TMAOAc (66.60 mg,
0.5 mmol) in 1-butanol (10 ml, 50 mmol L�1). Eu(D-facam)3 is a
yellow powder, and its highly concentrated (45 mmol L�1)
1-butanol solution shows a pale-yellow colour. By addition of
TMAOAc solution, the yellow colour of Eu(D-facam)3 solution
quickly disappeared and the solution became transparent. A
white precipitate was observed in the transparent mixed
solution only within 1 h after mixing. The mixture solution
without stirring was set aside for 48 h, and the white precipitate
was filtered, thoroughly washed with deionized water, and
allowed to dry in vacuo.

Results and discussion
Luminescence performance of Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc

The absorption spectra of Eu(D-facam)3 and the Eu(D-facam)3/
TMAOAc mixed solution were recorded, and they are shown
in Fig. 1. The concentration of Eu(D-facam)3 was fixed at
0.5 mmol L�1 for fair comparison. The absorbance peaks at
approximately 300 nm were ascribed to p–p* transition of
ligands and were not affected by adding TMAOAc. At high
concentration (10 mmol L�1) of Eu(III) compounds, colour
change of solution was directly observed on addition of
TMAOAc. As shown in the Fig. 1 inset, a tiny peak in both
solutions at 465 nm was derived from 5D2 ’

7F0 transition.31 In
the spectra of Eu(D-facam)3 solution, a broad band appeared
around 400 nmB owing to the observed yellow colour. On the
other hand, in the spectra of the Eu(D-facam)3/TMAOAc mixed
solution, a lower absorption band was observed at the same
wavelength, indicating that the solution was colourless and

Fig. 1 Absorption spectra of Eu(D-facam)3 and the Eu(D-facam)3/TMAOAc
mixed solution in 1-butanol. The concentration was fixed to 0.5 mmol L�1

and 10 mmol L�1 (inset).
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transparent. The colour bleaching that occurred in the solution
suggested a rapid interaction between Eu(D-facam)3 and
TMAOAc in 1-butanol. The alteration of colour in both solution
and solid systems confirmed the successful fabrication of the
new Eu(III) hybrid material, Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc.

Fig. 2(a) shows digital photographs of Eu(D-facam)3 and
Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc upon irradiation with a UV lamp (l =
365 nm). Clearly, Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc exhibited a much
stronger red luminescence than that of Eu(D-facam)3. In order
to characterize the luminescence properties of Eu(D-facam)3-
TMAOAc, normalized emission spectra of Eu(D-facam)3

and Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc in the solid state were obtained
(Fig. 2(b)). The original emission spectra (inset in Fig. 2(b)) of
Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc exhibited a dramatic increase compared
to Eu(D-facam)3 spectra, which is in agreement with the visually
observed luminescence shown in Fig. 2(a). The characteristic
bands of the Eu(III) complex corresponding to the 5D0 - 7FJ

( J = 0–3) transitions are observed at approximately 575, 595, 612
and 650 nm. 5D0 - 7F0 transition was reported as an indicator
for Eu(III) complexes in specific symmetry systems.32–34 The
emission peak derived from 5D0 - 7F0 transition in Eu(D-
facam)3 cannot be observed when Eu(D-facam)3 is coordinated
with TMAOAc, indicating that Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc has a
different symmetry structure from Eu(D-facam)3. 5D0 - 7F1 is
a magnetic dipole (MD) transition, and its radiative rate is
independent of the environment around Eu3+ ions, and the
shape of the emission band directly reflects the crystal-field
splitting of the 7F1 level.31 An obvious split of the emission peak
related to the 5D0 - 7F1 transitions in Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc

was observed, suggesting that TMAOAc perturbed the crystal
fields of Eu(III) complexes. In addition, 5D0 - 7F2 transitions
are known to be typical electric dipole (ED) transitions that are
highly sensitive to the environment around Eu3+ ion and the
nature of ligands. The dominant emission peaks derived
from 5D0 - 7F2 transitions became narrower and sharper in
Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc than in Eu(D-facam)3, accounting for the
changed coordination structure of Eu(III) complexes caused by
interactions with TMAOAc. According to the Judd–Ofelt theory,
the hypersensitive 5D0 -

7F2 transition is strictly forbidden for
Eu3+ ions with a centre of symmetry, and, thus, a low-site
symmetry around Eu3+ ions typically exhibits a more intense
emission peak derived from 5D0 - 7F2 transition.31 Moreover,
the emission intensity from the 5D0 - 7F1 transition remains
constant in the total integrated intensity and normally it is used
as an ‘internal reference’.35,36 The site symmetry can thus be
evaluated from the intensity ratio (Irel) of the integrated inten-
sities from 5D0 - 7F2 to 5D0 - 7F1 transition.31 The values of
Irel for Eu(D-facam)3 and Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc were calculated
to be 10.58 and 6.88, respectively, implying that the interaction
between the Eu(III) complex and TMAOAc contributed to a
higher site symmetry around Eu3+ ions in this new Eu(III) hybrid
material. These changes in emission spectra could be attribu-
ted to the rearrangement of the coordination geometry in Eu(III)
complexes.

The circularly polarized luminescence (CPL) of Eu(III) com-
plexes is largely influenced by their coordination geometries.
CPL measurements of Eu(D-facam)3 and Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc
were performed in a solid state (in KBr pellets). The dissym-
metry factor, glum, was used to quantitatively evaluate the
CPL activity of both Eu(III) compounds as shown in Fig. 3.
The value of glum was calculated from 2(IL � IR)/(IL + IR), where
IL (IR) is the intensity of the left (right) circularly polarized
luminescence. Therefore, glum can be used to evaluate the
emission ratio of left or right CPL. Characteristic CPL signals
were observed at approximately 585–605 and 610–620 nm,
corresponding to the emissions from 5D0 - 7F1 and 5D0 -
7F2 transition, respectively. For 5D0 -

7F1 MD transition, a high

Fig. 2 (a) Digital photographs of luminescent Eu(D-facam)3 (left) and
Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc(right) upon irradiation with UV light (l = 365 nm).
(b)Normalized and original(inset) emission spectra of Eu(D-facam)3 and
Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc in the solid state. The excitation wavelength was
350 nm.

Fig. 3 glum spectra of Eu(D-facam)3 and Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc in KBr
pellets. The excitation wavelength was 365 nm.
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glum of �0.21 from Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc was observed, which
was more than four times higher than that of Eu(D-facam)3

(glum = �0.05). The CPL properties of Eu(D-facam)3 in KBr
pellets, as observed in this study, agreed well with those in
previous reports.17 For the 5D0 - 7F2 electronic transition, a
CPL signal of Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc (glum = +0.03) was
observed, whereas no CPL was observed in Eu(D-facam)3

(glum = 0). In this novel Eu(III) hybrid material, the right CPL
from the 5D0 - 7F1 transition was obviously enhanced (glum =
�0.05 -�0.21) and left CPL from the 5D0 -

7F2 transition was
induced (glum = 0 - �0.03). The excellent CPL activity indi-
cated that the chiral environment and coordination structure of
Eu(D-facam)3 were obviously affected because of the interaction
with TMAOAc.

Furthermore, the differential absorption intensity of the
light and left circularly polarized light was measured by circular
dichroism (CD) spectroscopy. CD is typically used to investigate
the chiral structure of materials as a complementary tool to
CPL. The absorption and CD spectra of Eu(D-facam)3 and Eu(D-
facam)3-TMAOAc were then studied in KBr pelleta (Fig. S2,
ESI†). Reproducibility of the CD signal from the film samples
was validated by rotating the samples to avoid the artefacts. For
both Eu(III) complexes, a broad absorption band covering 300–
350 nm, attributed to p–p* transition from b-diketonate
ligands, was observed. In the CD measurement, Eu(D-facam)3

did not exhibit any significant peaks and the lack of CD is
probably responsible for a weak CPL signal.37 An obvious
positive CD peak at approximately 350 nm was observed for
Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc, indicating the changed spatial disposi-
tion of multi-chromophores of b-diketonate ligands. This
change was probably ascribed to the interaction with TMAOAc,
which presumably could distort the geometric structure of
ligands in this Eu(III) hybrid material. The finding in chiroptical
properties (CD and CPL) revealed that the interaction between
Eu(D-facam)3 and TMAOAc showed profound effects on the
chirality of b-diketonate ligands and coordination geometry of
Eu(III) complexes. These structural changes could have probably
led to the altered electronic structure of Eu(III) complexes owing
to TMAOAc hybridization, which can also be observed from the
affected diffuse reflectance spectra of Eu(III) complexes.

In accordance with absorption spectra, diffuse reflectance
spectra of both Eu(D-facam)3 and Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc in the
solid state also exhibited broad peaks at approximately 350 nm
from b-diketonate ligands (Fig. S3, ESI†). The variation in the
shape of both Eu(III) compounds was observed, suggesting that
TMAOAc affected the electrical transition of ligands in this new
Eu(III) hybrid material.

Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc presented much better luminescence
performance than Eu(D-facam)3 even under the condition of
higher symmetry. Higher symmetry around Eu3+ contributed to
a low radiative rate constant, leading to a low emission
intensity.38 To further elucidate the photophysical properties
of Eu(III) complexes, their energy transfer process was precisely
analysed. Firstly, the time-resolved emission profiles (Fig. 4)
and the quantum yield of Eu(D-facam)3 and Eu(D-facam)3-
TMAOAc in the solid state were measured (Table 1). The values

of lifetime (t) and quantum yield (Ftot) for Eu(D-facam)3 were
278.5 ms and 1.6%, respectively. A significant enhancement was
obtained in Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc with values 692.1 ms and
21.5% for t and Ftot, respectively, which was consistent with the
photographs of the bright luminescence from Eu(D-facam)3-
TMAOAc as seen in Fig. 1(a).

A series of key photophysical parameters were estimated and
the values are shown in Table 1. The radiative rate constant (kr)
and non-radiative rate constant (knr) were calculated as follows:

kr ¼ AMD � n3 � Itot

IMD

� �

t ¼ 1

kr þ knr
; knr ¼

1

t
� kr

where AMD,0 is the spontaneous emission probability for the
5D0 - 7F1 magnetic dipole transition in vacuo (14.65 s�1), n is
the refractive index of the medium (1.5 for solid) and Itot/IMD is
the ratio of the total integrated area of the emission spectrum
to the area of the 5D0 - 7F1 band.

The intrinsic quantum yield (FLn) and sensitization effi-
ciency of the lanthanide luminescence by the ligands (Zsens)
was then evaluated as follows:

FLn ¼
kr

kr þ knr
; Zsens ¼

Ftot

FLn

Fig. 4 Emission decay profiles of Eu(D-facam)3 and Eu(D-facam)3-
TMAOAc in the solid state. The excitation wavelength was 350 nm.

Table 1 Luminescence lifetimes (t), intrinsic quantum yields (FLn), total
quantum yields (Ftot), efficiencies of sensitization (Zsens), radiative rates (kr),
non-radiative rates (knr), and emission intensity ratios of total to the ED
moments (Itot/IMD) for Eu(D-facam)3 and Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc in the
solid state

Itot/
IMD t (ms)

Ftot

(%)
FLn

(%)
kr

(s�1)
knr

(s�1)
Zsens

(%)

Eu(D-facam)3 11.9 278.5 1.6 16.4 588.4 3002.3 9.7
Eu(D-facam)3-
TMAOAc

7.7 692.1 21.5 26.3 380.7 1064.2 81.6
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Compared to Eu(D-facam)3, a decrease in the radiative rate
constant for Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc was observed, corres-
ponding to its higher symmetry. This is because, in the Eu(III)
complex with higher symmetry, the forbidden electric
dipole transitions in the Judd–Ofelt theory would be more
strictly forbidden and thus leading to a lower radiative rate
constant.31 In addition, the non-radiative rate constant
for Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc was significantly suppressed
(3002.3 s�1 - 1064.2 s�1). Under this condition, the competi-
tion ability of the radiative process for Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc is
stronger than Eu(D-facam)3 in emission pathways, so a higher
intrinsic quantum yield in Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc was obtained.
Therefore, superior photophysical properties were observed in
Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc even with a higher symmetry. Based on
these variations, the sensitization efficiency of Eu(D-facam)3-
TMAOAc was significantly improved to 81.6%, obviously higher
than that of Eu(D-facam)3 (9.7%). Compared to an improved
sensitization efficiency of 28% in the Eu(D-facam)3/TMAOAc
mixed solution previously reported,28 the new Eu(III) hybrid
material in this study showed a significant progress in the
sensitization performance of the original Eu(D-facam)3. This
was likely because the interaction between Eu(III) complexes
and TMAOAc decreases the distance between the Eu3+ ion and
the b-diketonate ligands, and the shorter donor–acceptor dis-
tance can accelerate the energy transfer rate for a higher
sensitization efficiency.39

Thermostability and interaction ratio of Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc

It is typically difficult for lanthanide complexes to maintain a
stable structure and luminescence at a high temperature for a
long time, although many applications require thermal stabi-
lity. Therefore, the thermal stability for the luminescence and
structure of both Eu(III) compounds was investigated after a
long-time heat treatment and cooling to room temperature.
Emission spectra (Fig. S4, ESI†) and emission decay profiles of
Eu(D-facam)3 and Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc were obtained at room
temperature before and after the heat treatment at 150 1C for
24 h. The emission peaks of both Eu(III) compounds were not
changed, suggesting their stable coordination structures
after 150 1C heat treatment. In addition, the decrease in the
emission lifetime was 9.8% for Eu(D-facam)3 and 0.8% for
Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc. Therefore, both Eu(III) compounds
maintained their luminescence performance after the 150 1C
heat-treatment. On the other hand, a notable difference in
the physical state and luminescence performance between
Eu(D-facam)3 and Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc was observed upon
heat treatment at 200 1C for 24 h. Eu(D-facam)3 quickly melted
and turned into a dark adhesive through heating at 200 1C. This
could be explained by the fact that Eu(D-facam)3 lost its complex
structure and luminescence, which was invisible to the
naked eye, upon UV irradiation (Fig. S5(a), ESI†). In contrast,
Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc well maintained its solid state and
bright luminescence even after 24 h of the heat treatment at
200 1C (Fig. S5(b), ESI†). As seen in Table 2, the emission
lifetime of melted Eu(D-facam)3 and well maintained solid-state
Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc was 42.3 ms and 682.9 ms, respectively.

Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc retained its high luminescence proper-
ties with a slight loss of 1.3% in the emission lifetime, whereas
the emission lifetime of Eu(D-facam)3 was reduced by 84.8%.
Fourier-transform infrared spectra (FT-IR) of Eu(D-facam)3-
TMAOAc before and after 24 h of heat treatment at 200 1C were
obtained (Fig. S6, ESI†). There was no change in FT-IR spectra
before and after heat treatment, confirming the high thermal
stability of the structure and physical state of Eu(D-facam)3-
TMAOAc, consistent with the above results. Actually, TMAOAc
itself is very unstable at high temperatures above 150 1C. The
improved thermal stability for both Eu(D-facam)3 and TMAOAc
in this new hybrid material could be ascribed to their stable
interactions.

Furthermore, the red luminescence of Eu(D-facam)3-
TMAOAc was maintained even at high temperatures. As shown
in Fig. 5(a), sharp and intense emission peaks of Eu(D-facam)3-
TMAOAc were observed even at 100 1C. The shape of emission
peaks was consistent with that obtained from room-
temperature measurements, suggesting the stable lumines-
cence properties and coordination structure of Eu(D-facam)3-
TMAOAc at 100 1C. On the contrary, the luminescence of
Eu(D-facam)3 was totally quenched with no emission peaks at
100 1C (Fig. 5(b)). During the energy transfer process of Eu(III)
complexes, the radiative rate constant (kr) is independent of
temperature, and the non-radiative rate constant (knr) is known
as a temperature-dependent parameter.40 The intrinsic quan-
tum yield (FLn) can be calculated as kr/(kr + knr). In the case of
Eu(D-facam)3, the enhanced knr at 100 1C gave rise to a sig-
nificant increase in the denominator, making FLn extremely
close to zero. The luminescence of Eu(D-facam)3 at 100 1C was
thus quenched. Conversely, Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc exhibited
a much lower knr (1064.2 s�1 at room temperature) than
Eu(D-facam)3 (3002.3 s�1 at room temperature), so the denomi-
nator, (kr + knr), at 100 1C for Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc was much

Table 2 Luminescence lifetimes for Eu(D-facam)3 and Eu(D-facam)3-
TMAOAc before and after 24 hours of heat-treatment at 150 1C and
200 1C in the solid state

t (ms) before heat-treatment

t (ms) after heat-
treatment for
24 hours

150 1C 200 1C

Eu(D-facam)3 278.5 251.2 42.3
Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc 692.1 686.6 682.9

Fig. 5 Emission spectra of (a) Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc and (b) Eu(D-
facam)3 at 100 1C in the solid state.
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smaller than that for Eu(D-facam)3. Therefore, FLn of Eu(D-
facam)3-TMAOAc at 100 1C maintained a relatively substantial
value, accounting for the red luminescence even at a high
temperature.

The thermal properties of Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc were inves-
tigated by thermogravimetric (TG) analysis. Fig. 6 shows the
weight-loss process of Eu(D-facam)3, TMAOAc, and Eu(D-
facam)3-TMAOAc at 20–500 1C. Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc showed
improved thermal stability up to 320 1C, whereas a successive
mass loss of Eu(D-facam)3 started at 270 1C. In the case of
TMAOAc, two decomposition steps were observed for TMA+ and
OAc�, respectively. A complete thermal decomposition of
TMAOAc occurred at 250 1C, accompanied by a mass loss of
100%. Interestingly, Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc could still exhibit a
brilliant luminescence after 24 h of heat treatment at 250 1C.
The excellent thermal stability was ascribed to the stable
structure owing to the interaction between Eu(D-facam)3 and
TMAOAc.

To investigate the interaction ratio of Eu(D-facam)3 to
TMAOAc in this new hybrid Eu(III) material, elemental analysis
(for C, H, and N) was conducted. The calculated and experi-
mental elemental compositions are shown in Table 3. The
calculated values based on the interaction ratio of 1 : 1 matched
well with the experimental values, and thereby the interaction
ratio of Eu(D-facam)3 to TMAOAc was estimated to be 1 : 1.

Moreover, Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc, precipitated from 1-
butanol with high concentrations of both starting materials,
is soluble in 1-butanol at a relatively low concentration
(0.2 mmol L�1). Based on our previous report, a higher concen-
tration of TMAOAc could lead to an increase in the site
symmetry around Eu3+ ions (decreased Irel) and a change in
the emission peaks.28 The emission spectra of Eu(D-facam)3-
TMAOAc and a mixed solution of Eu(D-facam)3 and TMAOAc

with a concentration ratio of 1 : 1 in 1-butanol were measured
(Fig. S7, ESI†). The perfectly matched emission spectra and the
same site symmetry (Irel = 6.45) indicated that their identical
coordination structures still maintained even in the solution
state, further supporting the 1 : 1 interaction ratio between
TMAOAc and Eu(D-facam)3 in Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc.

Based on the confirmed interaction ratio, the experimental
and corresponding theoretical thermoanalytical data of Eu(D-
facam)3-TMAOAc are shown in Table 4. The first mass loss stage
in Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc was observed from 100 to 320 1C,
which was a gradual mass loss, likely, from TMAOAc. The total
loss during the first stage was 12.90%, which was close to the
calculated loss percentage (12.89%), further verifying the 1 : 1
interaction ratio between Eu(D-facam)3 and TMAOAc. The sec-
ond main successive mass loss stage was from 320 to 370 1C,
and the corresponding mass loss of 72.48% was attributed to
the loss of (D-facam) ligands. The final residue was predicted to
be Eu2O3, which was also consistent with the theoretical result.
In addition, one thermal decomposition step of the ligand loss
in Eu(D-facam)3 occurred at 270 1C. Therefore, Eu(D-facam)3-
TMAOAc exhibited better thermal stability than Eu(D-facam)3.
The interaction between Eu(D-facam)3 and TMAOAc at a 1 : 1
ratio significantly contributed to both the outstanding lumi-
nescence performance and thermal stability in Eu(D-facam)3-
TMAOAc.

Structure analysis of Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc

To elucidate the impressive improvement in optical behaviours
and thermal stability of this Eu(III) hybrid material, the struc-
tures and configurations were studied. Electrospray ionization
(ESI) mass spectrometry of Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc was first
conducted. A series of experimental and corresponding calcu-
lated mass signals identifying the coordination structure of this
Eu(III) hybrid material were obtained. All the experimental mass
spectra were highly consistent with the calculated signals,
ensuring the reliability of the following fragments. The frag-
ments [Eu(D-facam)3�TMA]+, [Eu(D-facam)3�OAc]�, [Eu(D-
facam)3�TMA�2OAc]�, and [Eu(D-facam)3�2TMA�OAc]+ (Fig. S8,
ESI†) indicated the interaction between single Eu(D-facam)3

and TMAOAc. [2Eu(D-facam)3�TMA]+, [2Eu(D-facam)3�OAc]�,
[2Eu(D-facam)3�TMA�2OAc]�, and [2Eu(D-facam)3�2TMA�OAc]+

(Fig. S9, ESI†) demonstrated that multi-Eu(III) complexes were
associated via TMAOAc.

It was reported that acetates could act as a bidentate ligand
binding to lanthanide ions.41 In our study, acetates probably
play a similar role as a bidentate bridge to link multiple Eu3+

ions and form a chain structure of Eu(III) complexes. As many
studies have reported, carboxylate compounds generally act as

Fig. 6 TG analysis of Eu(D-facam)3, TMAOAc and Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc.

Table 3 Elemental analysis of Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc

C (%) H (%) N (%)

Calcd Found Calcd Found Calcd Found

49.13 49.50 5.60 5.59 1.36 1.33

Table 4 Results of TG-DTA analysis of Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc

Temperature
range (1C)

Mass loss
(%) found
(calcd)

Probable
lost
molecules

Residue mass
(%) found
(calcd)

Composition
of the residue

100–320 12.90 (12.89) TMAOAc
320–370 72.48 (72.35) D-facam 14.62(14.76) Eu2O3
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a linkage to form a lanthanide polymer with remarkable
luminescence and stability.5,18,21,22 In such a chain structure,
the distance between a donor and an accepter (ligand-Eu3+) in
the Eu(III) hybrid materials is typically shorter than that in a
single complex. Therefore, Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc was endowed
with a significantly accelerated transfer energy (high sensitiza-
tion efficiency) and enhanced emission intensity. Moreover,
the Eu(III) coordination polymers are known to decrease vibra-
tional quenching because of their chain-structural rigidness.42

Thus, the non-radiative rate was significantly suppressed
(3002.3 s�1 - 1064.21 s�1) in Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc with its
rigid chain structures.

In our previous study concerning the solution state, the
effect of a series of ammonium salts with various cations and
anions on Eu(III) complexes was investigated. The results
demonstrated the irreplaceability of both TMA+ and OAc� in
the photoluminescence improvement of Eu(D-facam)3. In this
study, the fragments were also indicative of the importance of
both TMA+ and OAc� in this novel Eu(III) hybrid material.
TMAOAc was indispensable for the improvement of lumines-
cence properties of Eu(D-facam)3 in both solution and solid
states.

Fig. 7 shows the FT-IR spectra of Eu(D-facam)3, TMAOAc, and
Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc. For Eu(D-facam)3, two peaks shown in
the range 1500–1600 cm�1 suggested the CQCQC stretching
vibration of the b-diketonate moiety in Eu(D-facam)3.43 The
double peaks merged into one peak at around 1550 cm�1 in
Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc, indicating a more equivalent CQCQC
bonding. In TMAOAc, the peaks at around 1560 and 1390 cm�1

were attributed to the antisymmetric and symmetric stretching
vibration of COO�, respectively.44 With respect to Eu(D-facam)3-
TMAOAc, the COO� antisymmetric stretching vibration shifted
from 1560 to 1550 cm�1, and signals at around 1420 cm�1 were
slightly enhanced due to the COO� symmetric stretching
vibration. Nakamoto reported that the difference (delta value)
between the COO� antisymmetric and symmetric stretching
frequencies could be used to determine the bonding mode of
acetate groups.45 The ionic mode (TMAOAc itself) and bridging

mode (Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc) both showed a delta value of
140–170 cm�1, whereas the unidentate mode had a much larger
delta value of 200–300 cm�1. In Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc, a delta
value of 160 cm�1 was clear evidence for the bidentate-bridging
role of OAc� and its chain structure.

The hybrid material was crystallized to yield only tiny
needle-like crystals. The powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) of
Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc was conducted for structure investiga-
tion (Fig. 8). Eu(D-facam)3 showed broad and weak signals
which were attributed to its low crystallinity. In contrast, sharp
and strong signals from Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc were observed.
Although no single crystal for the structure determination was
acquired, it verified the high crystallinity of Eu(D-facam)3-
TMAOAc. From both ESI-mass spectrometry and PXRD mea-
surements, Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc presumably acted as a chain
structure, and the TMAOAc linkage resulted in a change in the
coordination geometry of Eu(D-facam)3, as reflected from the
PXRD signal shift. The preparation of a single crystal of Eu(D-
facam)3-TMAOAc is still going on under various crystallization
conditions, and the detailed crystalline structure of this new
Eu(III) hybrid material will be presented in the near future.

Solubility of Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc

Most Eu(III)-based coordination polymer materials typically
have a low solubility in organic solvents.46 However, Eu(D-
facam)3-TMAOAc presented a decent solubility in most organic
solvents, such as acetone, acetonitrile, chloroform, dimethyl
sulfoxide and some alcohols.

Interestingly, although acetone, one of the most common
organic solvents, does not dissolve TMAOAc itself, the new
Eu(III) hybrid material proposed in this study can be easily
dissolved in acetone. This suggested that there was a stable
interaction between TMAOAc and Eu(D-facam)3 in Eu(D-
facam)3-TMAOAc. Therefore, acetone is the optimal solvent
for the investigation of the luminescence performance of
Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc in the solution state. Fig. 9 shows the
emission spectra of Eu(D-facam)3 and Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc in
acetone. Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc exhibited a stronger emission

Fig. 7 FT-IR spectra of Eu(D-facam)3, TMAOAc and Eu(D-facam)3-
TMAOAc.

Fig. 8 Powder X-ray diffraction spectra of Eu(D-facam)3 and Eu(D-
facam)3-TMAOAc.
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intensity than that of Eu(D-facam)3. Correspondingly, the mea-
sured emission lifetime of Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc (363.0 ms) was
longer than that of Eu(D-facam)3 (211.3 ms). Therefore, this new
Eu(III) hybrid material, Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc, exhibited out-
standing luminescence performance in both solid and solution
states.

Conclusions

This study presented a new Eu(III) hybrid material, (Eu(D-
facam)3-TMAOAc), prepared through a simple synthesis
method, which is based on the deepening of luminescence
improvement in our previous research. Differing from the
earlier solution system, this study mainly targeted a solid
system which is more suitable for practical applications. Com-
pared to single complexes, Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc exhibited
significant improvements in the luminescence, circular polar-
ization, and thermal stability. This novel Eu(III) hybrid material
well maintained its structure and luminescence properties even
after 24 h of heat treatment at 200 1C. The enhancement was
primarily attributed to its chain structure, in which TMAOAc
acted as a bidentate-bridging molecule, linking with Eu(D-
facam)3 at a 1 : 1 ratio. In addition, outstanding luminescence
performance of Eu(D-facam)3-TMAOAc was achieved in both
solid and solution states. This novel Eu(III) hybrid material has
considerable potential for applications, such as in CPL lumi-
nophores and bioassays.
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